
 

Senate Meeting #2 

 

Meeting Date: September 5th, 2017 Meeting Time: 5:33 P.M. - 8:00 P.M.  

Location: USG Conference Room Note Taker: Andrea Valverde 

 
 

Attendees: 

Isabel Arias | President Derny Fleurima | Executive Vice President 

Andrea Valverde | Executive Secretary Ehtasham Bhatti | Executive Treasurer 

Daniel Morote | VP of Legislative Affairs Erica Yang | VP of Student Services 

[ABSENT] Frances Subervi | VP of Campus Affairs Suleman Aleem | VP of Academic Affairs 

Arvis Chen | Chair of Clubs & Organizations David Barros | Chair of Finance 

Nicole Taniguchi | Chair of Marketing Rachel Liang | Chair of Graphic Design 

Suzanna Egan | Chair of Appeals Arseny Averyanov | Representative Senator 

Brandon Paillere | Representative Senator Brian Ronquillo | Representative Senator 

Hamed Doumbia | Representative Senator Josue Mendez | Representative Senator 

Lin Lin | Representative Senator Michael Cherry | Representative Senator 

Molly Bhuiyan | Representative Senator Tarak Chowdhury | Representative Senator 

Zakari Abubakar | Representative Senator  

 
*Meeting begins at 5:33 P.M.* 

PASSING OF THE MINUTES 

 
Minutes #1: Motion Passes 17-0-0. 



REPORTS 

 
I. Ehtasham Bhatti | Executive Treasurer 

A. Every year USG battles with transparency, people don’t know about their budgets or they think we 
are doing stuff with their budgets. So today I’m going to tell you all about budgets. USG’s 
constitution is available on our website, my role as treasurer according to article 4 states I’m 
authorized as CFO of USG, essentially I take care of all expenses with my signature, and I’m a 
non-voting member of the senate. Section E of Article 4 states I must submit a written report to the 
senate at the start of each semester about all fiscal matters regarding USG. The student activity 
fee; for a full time student is $135 and for a part time student is $85. Former president said it’s not 
mandatory. In regard to changing the student activity fee, one has to submit the request with 75 % 
support. This fee is distributed among different facilities on campus. 

1. Damali: USG receives $6.15 of the entire student activity fee but they still have control 
of programming budget and the money allocated to clubs and organizations, so they 
oversee a larger portion of the student activity fee.  

B. The student activity fee is non-taxed levied meaning it’s not controlled by state or cuny system, 
instead it is controlled by association board of directors. There are 4 primary budgets that USG has 
a hand in – 2 different function power to spend and power to distribute. Spending programming 
budget and operating budget. Programming covers – events and co-sponsorships. Operating – 
everyday expenditure?. Distribute  – to clubs and organizations and to appeals. 

1. Damali: Tax levied money – from taxpayers & government … non – tax levied: private 
funding, more flexibility with what you could spend your money on. 

C. On our website, one could view our constitution and more on about us. On the same tab of 
“ABOUT US”, the link “USG budgets” is available, last year if you were to click this tab- it 
wouldn’t give you the biggest breakdown. I wanted to be as transparent as possible. This new 
sheet lets you see operating budget, programming budget, and programming budget line 
breakdown. We have an agreement with a legal firm, services provided to you paid by USG.  To 
be clear, Isabel and I are paid $425 a month. Executive Vice President and Executive Secretary 
make $400-$410 a month. Vice Presidents and Chairs make $100 a month. Representative 
Senators make $80 a month. As a treasurer I’m allowed to hire bursars and we compensate them 
as well. There’s money also allocated to conference and lobbying. Money for refreshments for all 
our meetings.  Sustainability money- $45,000 could be spent on anything you guys want, possibly 
something environmental.  

1. Isabel: I’d like to point out that the money allocated to student elections is for the actual 
cost of running the elections (for example voting machines and staff) not money given to 
the parties running. 

2. Zakari: How would a student go about opting out from paying the student activity fee? 
3. Damali: Submit referendum during election time and then presented to the BOD then 

Senate. All services will be dropped down as well. If enrollment drops you lose a senator, 
if enrollment increases, you’ll gain a senator. The more students the more services. 

4. Arvis: Why do most programs go under miscellaneous instead of contractual (for 
example for our executive stipends), shouldn’t it be under contracts? 

5. Ehtasham: Contractuals is more of the actual signing of a legal contract for the rendering 
of a service. 

6. Zakari: How is the $21,000 dedicated to diversity initiatives split between different 
initiatives? 



7. Isabel: They’re split equally, divided per the month. 
8. Hamed: Are the stipends subject to change? 
9. Isabel: They’ve been the same pretty much year to year. 
10. Damali: You could increase and decrease the stipend as you feel, it would just have to go 

through the BOD. 
D. Programming budget overview - $1000 for GIM, $37,500 for outreach giveaways, $3,000 for 

student relations, $3,125 for student programs, $5,000 service learnings, $18,625 for occupational 
and intellectual events, $22,500 for emotional and spiritual events, $73,625 for social events. 
$58,500 for contests and co-sponsorships. $5,163 for mandatory expenses. 

1. Arvis: On the right it states the 80% total, are we encouraged to spend total or 80% of the 
total? 

2. Ehtasham: We weren’t sure how many students would enroll, the 80% was just incase 
there was an enrollment drop. 

3. Damali: Past 5 USGs have used 80% of their total in order for the leftover to roll over to 
surplus for bash. 

4. Ehtasham: I’ve been urging you to spend close to 100% but most of you are running 
short, which is not bad, so we’ll have a surplus. 

* Daniel walks in at 6:43 P.M. * 
5. Arvis: What line did we use for the book drive? 
6. Ehtasham: Not sure yet, it’ll probably be taken from giveaways. 
7. Zakari: What does the line ‘Student Relations’ consist of? 
8. Isabel: If Erica wanted to throw an event and it didn’t fit in other categories but it’s for 

students, something like that might fall under the ‘Student Relations’ category. 
9. Hamed: So the money you take out depends on the paperwork we give you? 
10. Ehtasham: It depends on how much money you have left. There’s a space that’s says 

line [on reimbursement paperwork], leave that blank I’ll fill it in. 
11. Isabel: Ehtasham should give you a rough estimate of how much you could spend. 
12. Damali: Campus engagement has been used for homecoming, Baruch is the only CUNY 

to do homecoming, this year we’re thinking of having a whole week of homecoming 
events and having other people chip in so that USG doesn’t pay for everything.  

13. Zakari: In regard to the co-sponsorship money, how does that work because clubs are 
coming and asking. 

14. Isabel: That’s more of an Arvis question. 
15. Arvis: So I’m responsible for $43,500? 
16. Isabel: Clubs who come and state that they’ll be having an event, you’re in charge of 

bringing those clubs to our attention. $500 is the cap that a club could ask for. 
17. Damali: There’s been exceptions, you will get accused of playing favorites, the more 

systemized the better. If it’s a big amount they should be going to appeals. Appeals take 
longer because it has to go through BOD. Co-sponsorships are quicker. 

18. Zakari: For the BOD process, how in advance should we bring up an issue to BOD? 
19. Damali: Week and a half in advance, their meeting is September 14th, today would be 

the deadline.  
20. Zakari: New clubs get a $500 budget, from my experience that is too low for a new club 

to start. How could we go about petitioning for a larger budget for new clubs? 
21. Isabel: You can appeal for more money, there’s a $500 cap, but you could get more 

money. 
22. Damali: A lot of new clubs die after the first semester, $500 cap is reasonable because 

they could appeal for more, if you spend more- next year USG takes that into account. 



E. Last year, a lot of money was unspent from our co-sponsorships budget, hopefully this year that 
changes. Part of this was to fulfill section 4, line E, to present our budgets before you all. The link 
is on our website, there’s a Q&A link to submit questions anonymously. Last year our 
participatory budget was blessed with surplus and we had the chance to ask students what they 
wanted us to spend it on, this isn’t just our money, it’s every students so they should have an input. 
For any questions or concern please reach out.  

 
II. Derny Fleurima | Executive Vice President 

A. I sent you guys an email about the Vice President Pro Tempore, essentially a person who will be 
the substitute for me in the case that I’m incapable of accomplishing my duties. E-board was 
thinking of nominating Daniel Morote. Motion to add Daniel Morote to the ballot. Any 
discussion? 

1. Hamed: Does that person surrender their right to vote in your position? 
2. Isabel: Good question, we will get back to you with an answer. 
3. Arvis: I was actually thinking we should think of a Representative Senator, Danny is a 

good candidate, but I feel like we could give the responsibility to a Representative 
Senator. I actually had in mind Hamed because he’s often around and I think he’d be able 
to do it. 

4. Zakari: I’m Vice Chair of Danny so I wouldn’t mind stepping up to the role of VP of 
Legislative Affairs, that wouldn’t be a problem. 

B. We’re actually going to vote next time around, but just wanted everyone to know who were 
considering. 

1. Suleman: Motion to amend the original motion and add Hamed to the ballot, 17-0-1 
2. Zakari: Will both candidates speak about why they should attain the position? 
3. Isabel: A google form can be sent out, we’ll settle this offline. 

 
III. Andrea Valverde | Executive Secretary 

A. USG group emails have been shared with all of your on the spreadsheet. Could come in handy 
when sending mass emails, two group emails we’ll probably use the most is 
sentate@usgbaruch.com and global@usgbaruch.com . Please update the sheet, specially VPs and 
Chairs of committees, as you get more committee members add them to the pertaining group email 
so that they are in the loop. 

B. My next point was in regard to sharing the meeting agenda with global@usgbaruch.com with 
either viewing access or editing access since we allow anyone to attend meetings and give reports 
as well. So should we share with global@usgbaruch.com with viewing access or editing access? 

1. Hamed: If it’s viewing access, maybe add a Representative Senator’s contact info on the 
side. But I think we should give edit access to global@usgbaruch.com  . 

2. Molly: That’s a lot of people editing. 
3. Suleman: I suggest a standing committee for public relations, it could be the main source 

for concerns. 
4. Zakari: It would be a committee to address public concerns that we could discuss during 

our meetings? 
5. Isabel: Yes in general, but if we have PR Chair they would take care of more than just 

referring concerns to us. 
6. Molly: PR is important because we control so much money. 
7. Tarak: There was such ad hoc committee two years ago, someone should be in charge of 

PR so they could take care of clubs’ concerns. 
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8. Arvis: I was actually talking to Nicole about this, marketing covers so much, PR falls 
into marketing but from clubs’ perspective; people view USG as not being transparent. 
PR committee could focus on our image and tackle problems students have. 

9. Isabel: So there’s a general consensus to creating this ad hoc committee? 
10. Erica: We are all here to hear students concerns, we should be listening to students’ 

concerns 
11. Damali: When there was a PR committee, it essentially just became a funnel to VPs and 

Chairs, the committee two years ago just referred them to the right person. Just be clear 
about your roles and that it’s not necessarily your place to cover a certain area, therefore, 
know who to refer them to. 

12. Tarak: Smaller clubs don’t have a good relationship with USG, if there is one person 
appointed to that role they [all clubs]  will know they have someone to come to. Makes 
clubs feel more comfortable talking to us. Bigger clubs already have a  good standing 
with us. 

13. Ehtasham: Chair of PR used to be in charge of updating the website, so that could carry 
on. Also, GIM could be one of the Chair of PR’s responsibilities. 

14. Daniel: the question isn’t if we should or should not have this committee, we should be 
able to represent ourselves. We should think about how will we reach out to students, it’s 
more about getting our word out there. 

15. Brandon: If this committee's job is to just serve as a funnel, then there’s no purpose. But 
if the responsibilities Ehtasham stated are added, that could work. 

16. Nicole: In terms of the website, marketing committee is making the website more 
navigable. I could create a PR lead within my committee, as Representative Senators,  we 
should all know who to refer people to. 

17. Derny: Sheets Andrea created are useful for these things, your roles are to know these 
things. 

18. Lin: We need to learn each other’s positions more. Maybe we can have a quick 
introduction of everyone. 

19. Damali: USG has bad rep with a lot of clubs and organizations. Baruch is a difficult 
place to navigate. At the end of the day, students will ask the USG member who their 
most familiar with. It is your job to explain to them repeatedly who’s in charge of what or 
certain procedures. One of the most successful things I saw was when senators were 
mandated to go to different events for the Bernies. Don’t make USG more difficult to 
understand by adding another committee. 

20. Hamed: I want to make a proposal to the table, I’ve already talked to Frances, I’d like to 
see a direct previous USG to current USG seminar so we know what our roles 
encompass. I don’t know  if OSL would like to partner up with USG. 

21. Molly: The senators should have a list of events happening and we should be going to 
these events. Maybe have a requirement for each senator to go 5 events. 

22. Zakari: We should have a town hall maybe more than once a semester. We could also 
create a survey for students to submit and we could look at it. 

23. Isabel: We have diverted from Andrea’s initial concern which was much more simple 
than what this discussion has led to.  

24. Andrea: Yea the initial question was just whether or not we should share the meeting 
agenda with all USG members with viewing access or editing access? 

25. Everyone agrees with viewing access. 
 
IV. Tarak Chowdhury | Representative Senator 



A. The collection of books was a great success, we have the whole suite corner filled with books. 
Clubs donations- 1175 books, and individual donations- 225 books. 10-15% are textbooks, the rest 
are reading books. The clubs winner is the Japanese Anime Club with over 300 books. Isabel will 
choose the individual winner for the metro-card. The winner drawn from the raffle tickets is Laura 
Guzman.  For the actual Book Drive event, we got two tables thanks to Savanna, on the 2nd floor 
we’ll put the textbooks and hopefully reading books. Books will be placed alphabetically. I’m 
going to need a lot of help that day. If I see a good turnout I’ll do the event again a second time. 
Just because the turnout was so good, I wanted to ask if we could increase the co-sponsorship from 
$100 to $150. 

1. Nicole: Some clubs may get upset if we increase because they may say “oh if we knew it 
was that much...” could be a bad idea. 

2. Arvis: I’d like to propose to reward 2nd and 3rd as well with $100 each and 1st with $150. 
All these three clubs worked so hard and the difference of counted books between the 
three is so small. 

3. Isabel: We could have a runner up due to the large amount of donations. 
4. Tarak: I think we should just stick to the original plan. 
5. Molly: 2nd place and 3rd place could get  $100 so that we tell them we’re so happy we 

want to reward the rest. 
6. Brian: We could have a consolation prize because of how successful it turned out or we 

keep it structured and stick with the original plan and next time raise the price more. 
7. Arvis: Why is it a good idea to spend less money on the prizes? 
8. Nicole: Soft vote to award $100 to first place and $50 to 2nd and 3rd place, 8-9-1. Soft vote 

fails. 
9. Suleman: We’re going to be setting a precedent if we increase the award prize 

unexpectedly. 
10. Ehtasham: We have about $47,000 , even if we spend $3,000 on prize it’s not going to 

break our bank. We could give a lot. 
11. Tarak: This shows we care that they donated. 
12. Arvis: I want to reward those clubs who took their time to help USG. Soft vote to reward 

1st place $150, 2nd place $100, and 3rd place $50, 9-9-0. Soft vote tied. 
13. Damali: Monetary recognition is not the only way to reward, we can work with you guys 

to reward them in other creative ways. 
14. Brandon: Let’s just keep the original prize and have tarak get more creative for next 

time. 
15. Derny: All in favor of keeping original amount; 11-4-3. Original prize amount is kept. 
16. Josue: Confused on the whole subject of co-sponsorships, how come Arvis doesn’t have 

final say on this? 
17. Isabel: It’s more of a table discussion. 
18. Rachel: These 3 clubs are getting recognition for their high donations already, we will be 

announcing it on Instagram. Money isn’t the problem, it’s the ethics behind it. 
19. Tarak: I really like what Damali said, we could promote the winner’s image more. 

 
V. Erica Yang | VP of Student Services 

A. Welcome week wrap up; students were genuinely interested in USG so you guys should reach out 
to those who expressed interest in your committee. Not enough volunteering when I knew there 
were people here who were not helping out. 

1. Derny: Question to the table; why aren’t people volunteering? 
2. Arseny: I wasn’t really aware of the events. 



3. Rachel: Erica asked for a lot of help repeatedly, if you don’t have a calendar you might 
forget. 

4. Tarak: Maybe because it was the first week and it was rushed, people work outside of 
this. As the year goes on, you will see more volunteering. 

5. Molly: I think we should enforce volunteering, somehow tally up a way for people that 
volunteer. 

6. Nicole: Sitting on this table is incentive enough. I’d like to propose a change to the 
constitution, a way we could be able to say every senator should volunteer X amount of 
events per semester. 

7. Suleman: Not being informed about events is not an excuse, it’s everywhere. 
8. Tarak: We don’t have to propose solution today.  
9. Isabel: We could create a rule, doesn’t necessarily need to be a change to the constitution. 

 
VI. Daniel Morote | VP of Legislative Affairs 

A. DACA is being rolled back , affecting the lives of 800,000 immigrants. #defendDACA. Deferred 
Action of Childhood Arrivals- it’s a 2 year program to get into college and go to school and 
possibly get a license. It’s being endangered, so we are rallying. Stay updated with the news 
because it’s going to get very heated. Get informed. Contact your representatives. Also, join 
protests , but don’t get arrested. Civil disobedience – you learn to see an issue from the outside. 
Jasper will give you more about the cuny senate. I’ll give you more updates as we learn about the 
issue. 

B. I am having an event September 28th on immigration, it will be a panel discussion talking about 
immigration reform especially about DACA and help you all get in touch with your 
representatives. 

C. Venezuela Relief: I’d like to help out those in Venezuela. Open mind to suggestions. So we need 
your help. 

1. Zakari: Legislative Affairs Committee, Thursday, September 14th at 6 pm. 
* Arvis & Lin walk out at 7:31 P.M. * 

NEW BUSINESS 

 
I. Jasper Diaz | University Student Senator 

A. Committee for students with disabilities, proposal to create but I cannot lead the committee. Issue 
regarding the student building fund committee for the baruch new student center (committee 
members need to send the issues to the USS). Login to CUNY portal, no new information that 
anyone had to suggest. 

B. First legislative lobby and training event at baruch, we have to cancel it because the USS meeting 
has been moved a week earlier. Hoping to have this event in October instead.  

C. President is rolling back DACA, increase CUNY’s federal capacity when it comes to lobbying, 
decision that will impact significant number of students. An issue of importance.  

D. I was abided to be on the host committee, these political action committees spend money on behalf 
of elected officials. I was asked to help bring students to the event. Spoke to director of USS, 
wants input from all student government presidents. 

1. Question: What is the legislative lobby and training? 
a) Answer: Community organizing, how we focus on lobbying. Lobbying capacity 

across CUNY USS is not up to par. Conferences end up being photo ops for 
elected officials, very little lobbying done. There are issues to be addressed. 



E. September 12th election, I will not be able to attend. I think as student leaders it’s very important 
for everyone to turn out at the polls and vote. We have students that aren’t civically involved. We 
should practice and preach the same virtues that we encourage all of our students to participate in. 
Those that are able to vote should go to the polls. 

F. There have been rumors about a split table, I’d like to reiterate that everyone is a team, always. At 
the end of the day this is what we signed up for, prioritize your report. Looks forward to working 
with everyone. 

 
II. Crystal Tejada | Assistant Director of Student Activities 

A. Inquiry about a $400 co-sponsorship for suicide awareness week which is happening next week, 
brief breakdown of events of the week.  

B. Isabel: Arvis isn’t here but we should be able to do this co-sponsorship through his committee. 

ADJOURNMENT 

 
I. Motion to adjourn Senate Meeting #2 at 8:00 P.M. Motion Passes 15-1-0. 

 
 


